A powerful metaphor, brought to life
TODAY WE WILL...

Nourish the leader you are through experience and process focused on leader and leadership development
Go slow to go fast
Why are you here today?

1. What sensations are present in your body?
2. What are your current thoughts?
3. What emotions are present?
Share your first memory of experiencing nature
THE FLAME OF CURIOSITY AND WONDER
Informational vs. Transformational

- Learner as an empty vessel
- Filled with lessons, concepts, information, data

- Learner has capacity to transform
- Flexibility of container, integration and workability
Define what it means to you to be a woman leader in STEM

Tell a story, involving all 5 senses, about a time when you experienced someone positively influencing your trajectory in STEM
Share your insights and experience
Understanding your body of knowledge

• Embodied and disembodied knowledge
  – Formal and informal knowledge
  – The brain is not just in the head
  – Sharing how you’ve struggled and overcome

• Speaking to communicate and listening to understand

• Rooting in what you value; creating common ground
• 2 things I’m learning about myself as a leader
• 2 things I’d like to explore more
• 1 thing I’m committed to forwarding in my current role is ...
How does building additional skills advance your capacity to authentically meet and address challenges in work and learning, and expand your influence as a woman leader in STEM?
Cultivating the learning environment

• What impedes?

• What fosters?
Evolution
Recap and wisdom share

Getting to the heart of the matter
• Experience as learner and leader
• Know your why
• Slow down and reflect
• Use your body of knowledge
• Apply experience to elevate learning
Walking my talk

What's next . . .
Thank you and LEAD on!
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